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Abstract. This paper presents a description of a proposed architecture for the
pedestrian trajectory prediction task on the TrajNet dataset. This task aims to
determine future final agent position and future agent movement trajectory using
previous agent positional information. The proposed architecture is a Seq2Seq
bi-directional LSTM (Long short-term memory) network with a Time2Vec input
embedding layer. After experimenting and evaluating, our experimental results
show that adding a Time2Vec input-embedding layer improves the performance
of a Seq2Seq bi-directional LSTM recurrent model on the pedestrian trajectory
prediction task.
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1

Introduction

Many researchers have studied and discussed human mobility analysis due to its
applications in robotics, autonomous driving systems, and mobile telecommunications
systems. With the growing size of collected data captured by sensors and smartphones
at present, it is possible to gather much data about human mobility to be processed later
to identify patterns in data [30]. However, some applications need to have a system
capable of anticipating and determining a future human position in an online way, such
as the case of autonomous driving systems, in which it is helpful to know in advance
the pedestrian movements in streets to avoid accidents.
In this paper, we focused on predicting the future path for an agent, using previous
movement information to anticipate the future movement. The contributions of this
work can be summarized as follows:
1. Show a simple Seq2Seq architecture to predict future pedestrian movement, using
an encoder-decoder bi-directional LSTM (Long short-term memory) recurrent
model with an input embedding layer.
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2. Compare the performance between a model using an input embedding layer and a
model without it. We show experimentally that for pedestrian path prediction on
TrajNet [31] dataset, the use of Time2Vec [20] embedding layer improves the
Seq2Seq model results.
This paper comprises eight sections: the first one presents an introduction to this task
and study. The second section describes some previous work in the pedestrian trajectory
prediction task. The third section describes the problem statement, metrics, and used
dataset. The fourth section presents some informational background of blocks used to
build the proposed system. The fifth section describes the system architecture proposed.
The sixth section describes the experiments performed. The seventh section shows the
results achieved in the model comparisons. The last section presents some conclusions
and future work to continue the experiments on this task.

2

Related Work

Many deep learning models have been proposed for human trajectory prediction with
data-driven approaches to learning the human motion. LSTM [18] based architectures
have been shown to be capable of learning general human movement and can predict
their future trajectories [2]. Simple encoder-decoder architectures have been shown
promising results in pedestrian trajectory prediction, using only position information
about pedestrians [6]. Besides, more complex approaches using Generative Adversarial
Networks [15] have been used to predict the motion of pedestrians interacting with
others [4].

3

Problem Statement

3.1

Problem Formulation

The goal of this task is to predict a future agent trajectory without using human-human
interaction data. We formulate this problem as a sequence generation problem, where
we assume agent input trajectories as a sequence X = (X1,X2,...,X8) to predict a future
trajectory Xpred = (X9,X10,...,X20). Whereas Xi = (xi,yi) are (x,y) coordinates in a 2D plane
for any time-instant i.
3.2

Dataset Description

For the experiments, we used the TrajNet Benchmark Dataset [31]. This dataset bundles
the most common datasets used for pedestrian trajectory analysis. TrajNet challenge
also provides a common platform to compare path prediction approaches. We train our
models using the World H-H TRAJ dataset, in which the pedestrian trajectories are
formed by x,y world coordinates in meters.
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Fig. 1. This task’s main goal is to use eight previous steps to predict a future agent trajectory
comprised of 12 steps. The agent position on each step is defined by Xi = (xi,yi) a coordinate in a
2D plane.

3.3

Metrics and Evaluation

We use the following error metrics to evaluate the models’ performance over a test
dataset: average displacement error (ADE) and the final displacement error (FDE).
ADE is defined as the average of Euclidian distances between ground truth and the
prediction overall predicted time steps. FDE is defined as the Euclidian distance
between the predicted final position and the ground truth final position. We observed
eight sequential picture frames (2.8 seconds) to form an input sequence to predict a
future sequence comprised of 12 sequential picture frames (4.8 seconds).

4

Background

For better understanding, this section introduces some fundamental concepts of the
blocks used to build our model. The following concepts are presented: LSTM [18], bidirectional LSTM [33], Seq2Seq learning, embedding, and Time2Vec [20].
4.1

LSTM, Long Short-Term Memory

Neural Recurrent Networks (RNN) has been proved to be an effective architecture for
diverse learning problems with sequential data [19]. LSTM networks were designed to
deal with vanishing gradients problem in learning long-term dependencies [18].
However, LSTMs can still suffer from instability with improper initialization [27].
Additionally, LSTM architectures are highly complex, having about four times more
parameters than a simple RNN with an equal number of hidden layers [29]; therefore,
LSTM architectures have higher memory requirements [32].
LSTM architecture is mainly comprised of a memory cell and unit gates. The
network can use these gates to decide when to keep or overwrite information in the
memory cell and decide when to prevent perturbing other cells by a memory cell
output [18].
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Fig. 2. The architecture of a LSTM block.

4.2

BLSTM, Bi-directional LSTM

A bi-directional RNN (BRNN) [33] has the complete information from the past and the
future for every point in a given sequence. A bi-directional RNN (BRNN) is comprised
of two separate recurrent neural nets, both of which are connected to the same output
layer. Each training sequence forwards and backward feeds the bi-directional RNN
(BRNN). Thus for every point in a given sequence, a bidirectional RNN (BRNN) has
complete, sequential information about all points before and after it [16]. One limitation
of the bi-directional RNN(BRNN) is that it is not appropriate for the online setting, as
it is implausible to know sequence elements that have not been observed [25].
Nevertheless, we must distinguish between tasks that require an output after every input
(true online tasks) and those where outputs are only needed at the end of some input
segment [16]. This paper’s pedestrian trajectory task is in the second class; therefore,
the bidirectional RNN (BRNN) can be used without a problem. The LSTM and BRNN
are compatible, and the conjunction of these two ideas is termed as BLSTM
(bidirectional LSTM) [16].
4.3

Recurrent Sequence-to-Sequence Learning

Seq2Seq is a structure designed to modeling sequential problems in which input
sequences and outputs sequences are variable in length [36].
The most common structure associated with Seq2Seq learning is an encoder-decoder
structure with recurrent neural networks [34,5]. Being an LSTM [18] the most used
neural recurrent unit in the encoder and decoder section.
The encoder processes an input sequence of m elements and returns representations
of z in a fixed-length vector. The decoder takes z and generates an output sequence
element at a time [13].
Despite the success of this type of architecture in machine translation tasks, due to
the fact of compressing all the necessary information of a source sentence into a fixedlength vector, it could be hard for the neural network to cope with long sentences,
deteriorating the performance of the model as the length of an input sentence increases
[5,8]. Different attention-based models were successfully applied to overcome this
[5,26]. Attention-based models are an extension for the encoder-decoder architecture
Research in Computing Science 149(11), 2020
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Fig. 3. Bi-directional LSTM architecture.

Fig. 4. Encoder-Decoder structure from a Seq2Seq model.

that allows the model to automatically search for relevant parts of a source sentence to
predict a target element without encoding a whole input sentence into a single fixedlength vector [5].

4.4

Embedding

Many factors affect the Machine Learning model’s performance; among these factors,
the principal factor is the representation and quality of the data used for training [21].
For example, in the Natural Language Processing (NLP) area, sequences of
sentences, words, or characters are used as input to recurrent neural networks based
models; generally is desired to provide a compact representation of these features
instead of sparse representation [35].
Diverse techniques have been proposed for feature representation in NLP as one-hot
encoding representation [38], continuous bag of words (CBOW) [28], and word-level
embedding [14].
Word level embedding goal is to learn a representation in which ideally words
semantically related are highly correlated in the representation space [35]; in this way,
good results have been obtained in classification [37,24,12] and sentiment analysis NLP
tasks [10,3].
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4.5

Time2Vec Embedding

In many applications with sequential data, time is an important feature. In many models
using recurrent neural networks, the time is not taken in count as a feature. When time
is observed as an essential factor, this is generally added as an additional
feature [9,11,23].
Time2Vec is a vector representation (embedding) to time that it can be combined
easily with other architectures [20].
Time2Vec as a time representation was designed with three essential properties in
mind: 1- periodicity, the capability to capture periodic and non-periodic patterns; some
events can occur periodically(e.g., the weather over different seasons), but others events
may be non-periodic and only happens after a point in time, 2- being invariant to time
rescaling, since time can be measured in different scales(e.g., days, hours, seconds),
and 3- simplicity, should be easy to be added to existent architectures [20].
For a given scalar notion of time τ, Time2Vec of τ, denoted as t2v(τ), is a vector of
size k + 1, defined as follows:
𝐭𝟐𝐯(𝜏)[𝑖] = {

𝜔𝑖 𝜏 + 𝜙𝑖 ,
F(𝜔𝑖 𝜏 + 𝜙𝑖 ),

𝑖𝑓 𝑖 = 0,
𝑖𝑓 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑘,

where t2v(τ)[i] is the ith element of t2v(τ), F is a periodic activation function, and ωis
and ϕis are learnable parameters.
When using F = sine, for 1 ≤ i ≤ k, ωi and ϕi are the frequency and the phase-shift of
the sine function.
This function permits learn periodic behaviors. The linear term section can be used
to represent no periodic behaviors [20].

5

System Description

The main idea of the proposed system is the combination of already existing techniques
that have shown improvements in other research areas as Natural Language Processing
(NLP), and apply these techniques to the pedestrian trajectory prediction task.
We proposed the use of a recurrent Seq2Seq architecture that uses bi-directional
LSTM [33,18] layers to build the encoder and decoder with a Time2Vec embedding
layer on encoder inputs to feed a better positional sequence representation to the model.
Fig. 5 shows the proposed architecture for pedestrian trajectory prediction.
We choose a Seq2Seq multi-step architecture because it has been observed that
single-step prediction models that use windowing to predict a complete future path are
prone to error accumulation, and Seq2Seq models have been showing better results in
similar tasks [36].
Although Time2Vec originally was proposed for a better time representation, we can
see the sequences of coordinates (positions in the space) as signals that include an
implicit time relation and use Time2Vec embedding to create an embedding that
represents this signal with a learnable frequency and phase shifts of sine function.
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Table 1. Comparison
embedding performance.

of

Model
RED Predictor
Social Forces (EWAP)
Social LSTMv2
Seq2Seq + Time2Vec
Seq2Seq + Time2Vec
Seq2Seq + Time2Vec
Seq2Seq

prediction

error

among

different

Embedding size
512
256
128
-

models

to

evaluate

ADE

FDE

0.364
0.371
0.675
0.551
0.611
0.658
0.767

1.229
1.266
2.098
1.637
1.67
1.83
2.202

Fig. 5. Proposed Seq2Seq + Time2Vec embedding architecture.

6

Experiments

For performance comparison purposes, we build a Seq2Seq bi-directional LSTM
architecture that not uses Time2Vec embedding and compares it against the proposed
Seq2Seq bi-directional LSTM model with Time2Vec embedding to observe if the use
of a Time2Vec embedding is beneficial to the performance of the Seq2Seq model in
trajectory prediction results.
For a better comparison, all models were trained for 81 epochs (one epoch is a full
training pass over the entire dataset such that each example has been seen once).
The models were trained using a learning rate equal to 1e-5, a batch size equal to 8,
and MSE as a loss function.
For comparison, we used the error metrics: average displacement error (ADE) and
the final displacement error (FDE) in meters.
We run various experiments using different embedding vector sizes, 128, 256, and
512, respectively, to compare the effect of embedding size in the model’s performance.
All the models were created using TensorFlow [1], running on Google Colab
environment, and using Weight and Biases [7] for monitoring training metrics.

7

Results

Table 1 shows our experimental results; it can be observed that using Time2Vec
embedding improves the Seq2Seq model in predicting more accurate trajectories.
Time2Vec embedding helps the model feeding the Seq2Seq model with a better
representation of positional trajectories sequences.
Notice that runs with bigger embedding vector sizes improves both final
displacement error (FDE) and average displacement error (ADE) results.
All results from Table 1 were calculated using a test set provided by the TrajNet
Official Benchmark website [31].
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(a) scene-dependent

(b) straight path

(c) direction change

(d) sudden stop

(e) speed change

(f) final position

Fig. 6. Some examples of hard to predict trajectories for the models. The ground truth trajectories
are shown in red, and the model’s predictions are: 128 embedding dimension (blue), 256
embedding dimension (black), 512 embedding dimension (purple), and no-embedding (green).
The scale of the graph axis is in meters.

Additionally, the Table 1 shows results achieved by state of the art methods for
comparison. We compare our model with the best models with references found on
Trajnet Benchmark Dataset [31] for a fair comparison.
However, this comparison must be taken carefully since other methods as Social
LSTM [2] and Social Forces (EWAP) [17] use pedestrian interaction information,
while our proposed method only uses pedestrian positional information. The closest
and fair comparison is against RNN-Encoder-Dense (RED) predictor [6] due to its
simplicity and similarity, using a recurrent-encoder with a dense multi-layer perceptron
(MLP) layer stacked architecture and using only positional information.
Notice that, although our results are lower than the state of the art models in the
pedestrian trajectory prediction task, this work aimed to research better representations
for positional data in pedestrian trajectories.
Fig. 6 shows trajectories hard to predict for the models. In Fig. 6c, it can be observed
a sudden change of direction; the pedestrian decides to return on his path; this type of
behavior is hard to predict even for humans. Fig. 6d depicts another hard to predict
case; in this scenario, the pedestrian stop could be caused for a red traffic light. To
predict this trajectory correctly, additional information for the model as traffic light
state information could be beneficial.
For the case shown in Fig. 6e, it can be observed that the pedestrian decides to
increment its speed suddenly; for example, due to the pedestrian was in a hurry, it is
hard to predict this behavior due to the prediction was made using the previous constant
speed. This problem could be addressed by creating models that could predict
trajectories using small future step windows. It should be noticed that it is easy for the
models to predict the movement when the speed is constant and follows a commonly
used trajectory in the scene; for example, as shown in Fig. 6b the pedestrian follows a
Research in Computing Science 149(11), 2020
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Table 2. Average displacement error (ADE) and final displacement error (FDE) for the special
cases prediction shown in Fig. 6.
Embedding
Size

Scene
Dependent
ADE

FDE

Straight
Path
ADE

FDE

Direction
Change
ADE

FDE

Sudden
Stop
ADE

FDE

Speed Change Final Position

ADE

FDE

ADE

FDE

none

0.625 1.739 0.517 0.563 1.003 3.497 1.618 4.912 0.786 2.190 0.306 1.054

128

0.533 1.285 0.503 0.444 0.785 3.346 1.292 4.271 0.799 2.44

256

0.759 1.956 0.327 0.157 0.815 3.382 1.469 4.685 0.617 2.049 0.120 0.516

512

0.577 1.639 0.381 0.682 0.941 3.638 1.502 4.529 0.78

0.138 0.010

2.449 0.126 0.537

sidewalk and maintains a constant speed. In these types of cases, all the models exhibit
similar results in the predictions.
It is worth to notice that the models learn scene dependent features, as shown in Fig.
6a, and different models could predict different paths due to obstacles found in the
scene. It could be worthy of continuing research this problem with multi-modal models
that could output a probability distribution over different possible paths. At last, in some
cases, the model gives more importance to predict a correct final position instead of
predicting intermediate steps correctly, as shown in Fig. 6f.
In Table 2 are the average displacement error (ADE) and final displacement error
(FDE) for the mentioned special cases. Note that in these special cases, the use of bigger
embedding does not mean better prediction results. However, as observed in Table 1,
on average, evaluating over the complete test set, the use of bigger embedding achieves
better prediction results. This contradiction makes us think that the dataset comprises a
large variety of cases, in which some of them are easy to predict for some models, and
others are hard for them. A possible solution could be to use an ensemble of models to
select the best prediction among different models that could be successful in
specialized cases.

8

Conclusions and Future Work

This work described an architecture that uses a Seq2Seq bi-directional LSTM recurrent
model with an input embedding layer to be compared with a similar architecture
without an input embedding layer to show the benefits of having an adequate input data
representation for models on the pedestrian trajectory prediction task.
According to our experimental results, although embedding improves the proposed
architecture’s performance in this task, now the embedding vector size hyperparameter
appears. It can be observed that the size of this vector has a model’s performance impact
and must be adjusted correctly.
Additionally, it can be worth testing other architectures as Generative Adversarial
Network (GAN) [15] based, transformed based, and Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN) [22] based on comparing embedding performance in the pedestrian trajectory
prediction task.
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